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1st Lady and opposite Gent chasses to the right and left and swing quite round with right hand to place

1st Lady and Gent and opposite couple change places and back again, 1st Lady and Gent passing in the
centre and return to places passing outside, the 4th Gent joins left hands in the centre at the same
time, their right hands to their partners, all forming a cross and ballotez, the Gents changes places
with their partners: the 4 Ladies coming to the centre joining both left and right hands with each other,
forming a cage, the 4 Ladies with hands joined dance round to the left while the 4 Gents singly dance
quite round the reverse way outside, then turn their partners to their places.

The other 6 do the same.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd figures commence with the 2nd part of each tune.